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GSS takes 'ax' to club budgets
by Peter Gore
Staff Writer
Vice President for Financial Affairs Mike Bernard's
acceptance of an ax at the beginning of the General
Student Senate meeting set the tone for the rest of
Tuesday night, as six clubs received drastic cuts in
their funding requests.
The first of the six clubs was the UMO Student Art
Mike Bernard, the man charged with the thankless job his efforts by President Craig Freshley as Tony
of cutting club budgets for GSS, is awarded an ax for Mangione looks on. (Bullard photo)
League, represented by Gregory
Curtis. Curtis said the majority of
their budget went toward the
Workshop Gallery in Carnegie Hall,
where student artworks were exhibit-
ed. The art club requested $1,050 but
received $345.
The Senate also allocated $175 to the
Technical Association of Pulp and
Paper Industry. TAPPI had
originally requested $850 from the
Executive Budgetary Committe.
TAPPI's representative told senators
that among other things, the club
allowed members to meet and make
contacts with people within the pulp
and paper industry through
meetings, conferences and trips.
The Wildlife Society, represented by
Andy Weik, received $365. Weik told
the senators the club's purpose is to
make the community aware of
environmental issues, through presen-
tations on campus, in local schools.
exhibits, speakers and advertise-
ments.
The Senior Skull Honor Society was
funded $378.91. Steve Ritzi, the
Senior Skulls president told the Senate
the organization is a closed, all male,
self-perpetuating organization, in
which members are selected at the end
of the year to serve the following year.
Ritzi said the organization provided a
"mug book" for freshman, and
sponsored or helped out on such
(See SENATE on page 3)
Sudden
  resignation sparks surprise, anger
by Patti Fink
and Steve Bullard
Staff Writers
The sudden resignation of University of Maine
Chancellor Patrick McCarthy at Monday's Board
of Trustees meeting in Farmington caught the
university community by surprise, eliciting
reactions varying from confusion to anger.
The confusion stems from the fact McCarthy
had given no previous public signs of resigning as
chancellor, a position he has held since 1975.
McCarthy will leave Sept. 1, 1985 for a one-year
paid sabbatical, then will return to the UMaine
system as a Distinguished Service Professor in
full tenure, at a salary of — be that there is something important brewing and
the chancellor has protected himself."
president of University of
said, "I'm still trying to
the circumstances are
Public Policy with
$52,000.
Communique
Wednesday, Oct. 26
UMO Dance Film Festival.
"The New York City Ballet,
An Evening of Bournoville,"
Dance Studio, Lengyel. 8:30 &
10 a.m., 2:30 & 4 p.m.
Alcoholics Anonymous
Meeting. South Bangor
Lounge, Union. 11 a.m.
Entomology Seminar. Lise
Dietz: "Sociobiology." 207
Deering. 11:10 a.m.
Focus on Women. Mary
Cathcart, Spruce Run:
"Domestic Violence." North
Bangor Lounge, Union. Noon.
(Continued on page. 8)
Paul Silverman,
Maine at Orono,
understand what
(concerning the chancellor stepping down)."
Silverman had "nothing to say at this time"
because of the suddeness of McCarthy's
announcement.
Chairman of the Council of Colleges Jerome
Nadelhaft, an associate history professor
UMO, was "flabbergasted" to hear
McCarthy's decision.
"I'd be a little bit leery about a person who
resigned 22 months early," Nadelhaft said. "It
is a very unusual way of doing business. It may
at
of
Nadelhaft expressed anger that McCarthy was
offered a position as a professor with full tenure
after his term expires.
"The BOT absolutely in one stroke violated the
spirit of all the tenure provisions that apply to
faculty members," Nadelfaft said.
Teaching, research and service to the university
all have to be taken into account in awarding a
professor tenure, Nadelhaft said. While he said
McCarthy's service to the university is obvious,
Nadelhaft questioned McCarthy's teaching and
research qualifications.
"The trustees have just awarded tenure to a
person viho has not had student evaluations,"
(See McCARTHY on page 3)
American troops seen as enemy
by Don Linscott
Staff Writer
The multinational peacekeeping
forces now in Lebanon should be
removed and replaced by a
delegation of United Nations' troops
said UMO Assistant Professor of
History, Alexander Grab Tuesday.
Grab spoke to an 80 member
audience on the "Crisis in
Lebanon", during the News of the
World Forum in the Memorial
Union.
Grab said American forces are
coming under fire because they are
perceived as the enemy by the
Moslems, Syrians and Druze who
are fighting to gain equal
representation in the Lebanese
government. He said American
peace-keeping efforts are interpreted
by these factions as support for
the minority controlled Marronite
Christian government.
Grab called the conflict in
Lebanon a "Political struggle
between the classes" and said it can
only be resolved through
compromise among them. He said
U.S. military involvement is futile
because of the political nature of
the conflict.
"I think, militarily, there is no
solution for Lebanon unless you
bomb them into the 'Stone Age,"
Grab said.
Grab said the United States could
accomplish more by putting political
pressure on the Marronite Christians
to compromise with the other sects.
He said such an act would make the
Moslems, Syrians, and Druze
grateful to the United States rather
than hate them.
Grab said the Marronite
Christians are refusing to
compromise because they will lose
control of the political system if
equal representation comes about.
With peace talks scheduled to
begin next Week in Geneva, Grab
said it is important that a peace-
keeping force be maintained to
ensure the initiation and
(See TROOPS on page .3)
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Alfond Arena beams may have problems
Moisture could rot wooden beams
supp orting roof of hockey rink
by Tim Smith
Staff Writer
Damage to eight pairs of wooden
beams supporting the Alfond Arena
roof may create "structural
problems," said Thomas Cole, UMO
physical plant director.
Each of the pairs of beams is set
onto the arena's concrete foundation
and bolted down with an iron bracket.
Each beam is made of laminated wood,
approximately eight inches thick by
two feet wide and 80 feet long. There
are three bracketed pairs of beams
on each side wall and one pair on each
end wall.
The brackets have thimble-sized-
holes located where the wood meets
concrete. Moisture has been leaking
through these holes and leaving a trail
of yellowish stain on the concrete.
Cole said where the beams meet the
foundation the moisture is collecting
and may rot the beams.
"Checks or splits have appeared at
the exterior ends of the wooden beams
and it's clear that somehow water is
getting into them," said Cole.
Cole said right now the problem is
not serious and that there is an
investigation underway to locate the
cause of the problem.
"We don't think that it's (the water
damage) occured to the point where
serious problems have begun.
"It could be from condensation,
coming either from the inside or the
outside of the building.
"Right now we're trying to pick up
A close-up view of the iron bracket and concrete foundation of a
support beam in Alfond Arena. (Arnold photo)
"THE QUIET HAPPY HOUR"
Join us in the relaxing atmosphere
of our upstairs lounge
This weeks Drink Specials
Manhattan $1.50
Heineken $1.00
Watch for PEANUT NIGHT
starting Nov. 7,
in the Downstairs lounge.
Three of the Alfond Arena's wooden
ideas and information on what the
possible cause or causes might be,
before we do anything in haste that
might solve only part of the problem,"
Cole said.
"Hopefully we should have all the
answers in three or four months, and
then, depending on funding, I would
also hope we could make the necessary
repairs by the end of the summer."
A spokeswoman for the architectural
firm which designed the arena, Daniel
F. Tully Associates of Melrose, Mass.,
said there are several other buildings
in New England with the same design
as Alfond's.
One of Tully Associate's buildings
houses an ice arena at Boston College,
another houses a multi-purpose field
house at Middlebury College in
Vermont and recently it designed a
similar structure covering a pool at
Brown University in Providence, R.I.
The spokeswoman refused comment
on whether there had been complaints,
from past clients involving structural
.
design. She said. "We'll have to call.
Mr. Cole and find out the nature of
Alfond arena's problems before we
can comment."
support beams. (Arnold photo)
Andrew Beatson, superintendent of
athletic facilities at Boston College,
said B.C.'s 20 year-old ice arena has
not suffered any of the symptoms
found at Alfond. '47
"There is a lot of moisture inside the
building in the fall, when it's still 90
degrees outside and we're trying to
make ice inside.
"We use large exhaust fans that
_help to_move some of the moiSt-air out
of the building. Dehumidifiers are best
for cutting condensation, but they are
very expensive," Beatson said.
Celebrate
Life!
Help the
March of Dimes
Fight
Birth Defects
Got A Hair Crisis?
WHO,
4E?
Let Christina, Karl and Peter at
Continental Coiffures help
get your head in shape for those
Important Fall events.
Formals
Interviews
or Whatever
Your preference is our specialty.
1011 State St., Bangor 945.9304, On the bus lino.
Sweaters
Stay warm with our
Pull-over and Coat Sweaters
New shipments arriving daily
Gloria Burton Boutique
24 Main St. Orono, Maine
866-4209
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• SENATE
events as Senior Bash and Homecom-
ing.
The Maine Animal Club, represent-
ed by Richard Morrill, was funded
$460. The club had originally
(continued from page 1)
requested $1455.60. Morrill said the
club emphasized animal agriculture
from a practical aspect through field
trips, 'meetings and livestock judging.
The final club to come before the
• McCARTHY—(continued from page 1)_
Nadelhaft said. They have violated a
trustee policy of no tenure for
administrators. I think that is very
unsettling. They have just given him a
very comfortable position at an
enormous salary."
At yesterday's BOT meeting, BOT
Chairman Thomas Monaghan said
"The eight-year period in which
Chancellor McCarthy has served has
been one of incredible accomplish-
ment. We (the BOT) feel ,deeply
indebted to the service he has given us
and the people of Maine.-We would be
grateful to him for serving as a tenured
professor for as long as he shall
want."
Contacted Tuesday in s Portland,
Monaghan said the chancellor's
decision to step down-was "up to him.
He could have stayed as long as he
wanted."
Monaghan said that, with the
exception of governew, the chancellor's
job "is the most difficult in the state of
Maine.
But the chancellor has no
constituency while the governor has a
constituency," Monaghan said. "I
wouldn't take the job for all the tea in
Craig Freshley, UMO student
government president, Sala, don't
think it's that big a deal. It's
(McCarthy's resigning) not going to
have that big an impact on the
university because the BOT has one
year and 10 months to make a
nationwide search for a replacement."
Freshley said he was not aware of
the implications of making McCarthy a
tenured professor.
McCarthy, who has a bachelor's
degree in city and regional planning
from Harvard University, will spend
his sabbatical doing research at the
'John F. Kennedy School of Govern-
ment. He is to return to the university
system in the fall of 1986 to teach
public policy at a campus designated
by the BOT.
Grants for humanities research
oy Chris Bradley
Staff Writer
Under a new Younger Scholars
Program, the National Endow-
ment for the Humanities will
award uji`to 100 $2,200 grants to
fund students for nine weeks of
full-time scholarly research dur-
ing the summer of 1984.-
Associate Professor of History
John Battick said applicants
must be 21 years of age or
younger in 1984 and be a college
student or a graduating high
--school senior to be eligible.
Battick chairs a UMO ad-hoc
committee designed to help
students through the application
process.
Battick said the grants
"enable students, who might
otherwise have to work, to
support themselves and do
scholarly research. The projects
will involve spending a lot of time
in the library, reading a lot and
thinking a lot."
At the end of the nine weeks
students will submit essays to
the NEH and explanations of the
research procedures they follow-
ed, Battick said.
Battick said the project must
be in humanities and he gave
several examples of projects
that may be funded. Including
such areas as translating classic
poetry and using the Monroe
Doctrine as a basis for
analyzing US Central American
policy.
The UMO committee is "avail-
able to assist any students
interested in applying," Battick
said. Further information can be
obtained by contacting Battick or
the three other committee
members: Professor of Sociology
Richard Fenn; Assistant
Professor of English Virginia
Nees-Hatlen; and Assistant
Professor of Journalism Virginia
Whitaker.
The deadline for applications
is Nov. 15.
UNIVERSITY
CINEMAS STILLWATER AVE.OLD TOWN
827-3850
THE ADVENTURES OT A MODE SON
LStudentDiscounts 
7:1 5-9:1 5 
&it.MAStiC
. CON2Dlet-
DUCNIY M004,1
mov
410ASTEEInGiN 7:00-9:00
Student
Discounts
Electrolysis is tie Dolly
pernament nsetitod
lir of hair removal
Don't be fooled
r'‘ by false claims.
Let our profes-
sionals tell you
why only elec-
trolysis works.
-
experienciod oloctrolysis specialists
943-0781
PRAYER
+ 12:20 Noon, Thursday
Drummond Chapel
The Maine Christian Association
lbw 40.
Always
Flowers
Carnations
$3.50 a dozen
cash & carry
this week only
football mums
$1.° each
Always Flowers
Veazie Village
942-8111
1
Senate was the UMO forestry club
Mark Andrews, the club represen-
tative told the Senate the 'club helped
provide actual experience in the
forestry field, as well as put out the
"Maine Forester," a yearbook of the
activity-within the forestry program.
Andrews said_the club also provided a
white pine seedling to all graduating
seniors. The club was funded $480.
They had requested $1835.
Rodney Labbe, chairman of the
University of Maine Organization of
Student Governments also spoke to the
Senate.
Labbe said UMOSG would be
complying with the state law requiring
them to submit a list of nominees to
Gov. Brennan's office for the position
-of a voting student representative to
the Board of Trustees.
• TROOPS
UMOSG has been in non-compli-
ance with law since July of this year.
At that time Labbe said UMOSG had
not complied because the bill was
discriminatory.
Labbe said UMOSG would be using
the compromise proposals submitted
by the UMO's student senate as a
basis for choosing its nominees. Those
proposals, slightly modified by
UMOSG say that all University of
Maine students are eligible to apply
for the position, one name from each of
the seven University of Maine
campuses will be submitted, and the
student BOT representative will be an
ex-officio member of UMOSG, strong-
ly encouraged to attend all of
UMOSG's meetings.
Labbe said UMOSG has until Nov.
20 to submit its nominations.
continuation of the talks. He said if
forces are pulled out altogether, war
will escalate and the talks will
collapse.
Although Grab said he believes it
is important to keep a peace-keeping
force in Lebanon, he said it shouldn't
be an American force: "I think
Lebanon, is basically a quagmire for
the Americans," he said, adding
that if the U.S. remains in
Lebanon, "More Americans will be
killed - I think we can definitely
expect that."
Grab said the multi-national force
in Lebanon should be replaced by a
United Nations' force that has no
interests in Lebanon. Such a force
would most likely be seen as neutral
by all the sects and not be fired
upon, said Grab.
Grab said the violence in Lebanon
could result in a third world war if
it is allowed to escalate. He pointed
out the fact that the Syrians are
supported by the Soviet Union and
the United States is currently
backing the Marronite Christians.
(continued from page I)
Geab said the Russians don't want
to get involved in Lebanon more
than they are now with
approximately 4.000 advisers to the
Syrians.
Grab said the Soviet -Union is too
busy in Poland and Afganistan to
want more involvement in Lebanon.
He said the United States doesn't
want war in Lebanon either,
knowing that a major confrontation
could result.
Grab said the Geneva peace talks
next week are vital to peace in
Lebanon, "Restructuring the
political systems is the key," and
compromise will be the most
important factor, he said.
The large turnout for the News of
the World Forum was attributed to
the timeliness of the topic after
nearly 200 U.S. Marines were killed
in Lebanon over the weekend.
Several in the audience referred to
the U.S. presence in Lebanon as
"another Vietnam " situation and
called for anti-war protests like
those of the Vietnam period.
Classifieds
Announcement
The Maine Campus will be running
personals on Halloween (Monday,
October 31) and they are $1.00 for every
twenty words. Personals and money
should be dropped off afternoons at the
Maine Campus (basement of Lord Hall).
Deadline for submission is 2:00 p.m.
Friday, October 28.
Found
Sum of money found between
boardman and Barrows Halls. Call
Dave in 135 at 866-4445.
FOUND: Ladies Caravel Watch.
Describe to claim. Found near Corbett.
Call Karen at 866-4961 or 581-1038.
Jobs
JOBS OVERSEAS M/F (Including
Australia, South Pacific, Europe, Africa,
Alaska, Cruise Ships, Airlines). All
Occupations. Temporary and Full Time.
$20,000 to $60,000. Call Now! 206-736-
5103 EXT 145.
Sublet
Four-bedroom, seven-room house on
Stillwater River near downtown Orono;
new wood stove; sublease through
Aug. 31. Call 581-1281 or 866-7823.
Classifieds are $1.50 for the first
twenty words and 10 cents for each
ivord thereafter 
Music Boxes
Designs of extraordinary
beauty, lacquered
birchwood, finest Swiss
movements, felt-lined for
jewelry or keepsakes.
$32.50 tip
49 MAIN • BANGOR Open Friday Nites
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World/ U .S.News
U.S. troops invade Grenada
BRIDGETOWN, Barbados (AP)-Near-
ly 2,000 U.S. Marines and Army
paratroopers invaded the Caribbean
island of Grenada in a lightning
airborne strike Tuesday with orders to
protect American residents and
"restore democracy" in the tiny
Marxist-ruled state.
Two American military men were
killed in the initial stage of the
invasion, according to U.S. admini-
stration sources in Washington.
President Reagan called the pre-
dawn operation "completely success-
ful," but resistance by Grenadian
soldiers and their Cuban allies
continued through the day. Three
Cubans were reported killed.
Secretary of State George P. Shultz
told a midafternoon news conference
in Washington the decision to invade
Grenada was taken because of the
"atmosphere of violent uncertainty"
and the fear that Americans on the
island might be "hurt or taken
hostage.
He said the U.S. forces "will leave
promptly; we have no intention of
staying there," but gave no timetable.
Shultz said Cubans, "presumably
construction workers," were "resis-
ting and firing at our forces."
He said he had no information about
military casualties but added "There
are no reports •of injuries to any
American civilians."
The Americans clashed with a
Cuban work force that had been
extending a runway at the Point
Saline airport: Thirty Soviet Advisors
and 600 Cubans were captured in the
invasion. U.S. officials said. There was
no immediate word on losses within
the 1,200 member Grenadian armed
forces.
Reagan said the 1,900 Marines and
Army Ranger paratroopers, who were
later backed up by 300 troops from six
Caribbean nations, seized the two
main airports on the mountainous,
21-mile-long island.
Medical students who make up the
majority of the estimated 1,000
Americans on Grenada were reported
unharmed, although pinned down by
the continuing fighting.
U.S. helicopter gunships circled the
St. George's Medical College. appar-
ently drawing fire from Grenadian
snipers. American student Mark
Carpenter reported by ham radio.
"Every time a gunship goes- over,
there's fire all around us." Carpenter
said in a broadcast monitored by The
Associated Press.
The invasion, coming just two days
after a deadly bomb attack on Marines
in Lebanon, stirred new unease about
foreign U.S. military operations
among some in Washington. particu-
larly Democrats in congress.
The Soviet Union demanded that
U.S. forces withdraw immediately
from Grenada. The British govern-
ment expressed reservations about the
attack. And medical school officials
and another American ham operator
on the island insisted U.S. citizens had
been in.no danger from Grenada's new
authorities.
The resort island has been under
Marxist sway since a coup in 1979. But
in a new government upheaval that
began two weeks ago, a military-led
group identified by Washington as
•
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hard-line Marxists took command, and
Prime Minister Maurice Bishop and
some of his Cabinet ministers were
slain.
The new "Revolutionary Military
Council" was headed by Gen. Hudson
Austin.
The U.S. administration said the
island. 1,500 miles southeast of
Miami. posed a strategic threat to the
United States because Soviet-bloc
- aircraft might eventually use the
airport at Point Salines, whose runway
was being extended by a Cuban work
force.
Reagan, appearing at a White
House news conference, listed three
reasons for the invasion: protecting
American lives, "to forestall further
DOM.REP
chaos" and to "restore order and
democracy."
The U.S. chief executive asserted
that the island had been under the
control of "a brutal group of leftist
thugs."
He said the joint operation had been
mounted Sunday at the request of the
Organization of Eastern Caribbean
States. But a senior State Department
official in Washington, who declined to
be identified, said the decision to
invade was made in the "middle of last
week."
Troops from the islands of Jamaica,
Barbados. Dominica. St. Vincent,
Antiqukand St. Lucia took part in the
assault, Reagan said.
The ,prime minister of Dominica.
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—Eugenia Charles, appeared with
'Reagan before reporters and said the
operation was aimed at "preventing
this thing 'Marxism' from spreading to
all the islands."
A Reagan administration official
said Greanada British-appointed
governor-general, Paul Scoon, who
had been under house arrest, has the
- power to form a--provisional govern-
ment that would plan elections.
Jamaican Prime Minister Edward
Seaga told the U.S. Cable News
Network that the U.S. forces would
remain on Grenada only a few days.
but the Caribbean nations' forces
would stay up to six months.
Marine barracks in Beirut penetrated
due to weak security measures
WASHINGTON (AP)-The first of the
Marines injured in the Beirut bombing
came back to America Tuesday as the
administration dispatched its top
officials to explain why the marine
barracks was so easily penetrated.
Defense Secretary Casper Weinber-
ger briefed the Senate Armed Services
Committee in a closed session and
chairman John Tower emerged saying
"It is the concensus of the committee
that security was not adequate."
"Quite clearly, every security
measure was not taken," said Sen.
Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass.
House leaders called for the families
of the injured be flown to Europe to be
with their hospitalized loved ones.
Meanwhile, the count of the dead in
Sunday's explosion at the Marine
headquarters rose to 214. The bodies
of 197 were already undergoing
processing and identification in
Frankfurt, Germany. They will be
flown to Dover Air Force Base in
Delaware but no date has been set.
Secretary of State George Shultz
told a news conference that security in
Beirut was not as tight as officials
would like because the Marines were
at an operating airport.
"Naturally you make decisions that
involve some sort of balance between
security risks on one hand and what it
takes for an airport to operate on the
other," Shultz said. "I think that
certainly in the light of this terrible
tragedy that balance „heeds to be
shifted and the emphasis on security
will have to be heightened very
significantly."
The secretary's news conference
was concentrated on the American
landings on the Carribean island of
Grenada. That landing, he said, was
precautionary to protect the 1,000
Americans there because of "the
uncertain atmosphere."
Shultz said that if Reagan had done
nothing and Americans lost their lives
in a violent outbreak people would
ask—as they do in the Lebanon
tragedy—"Why didn't you, in the
light of this clearly violent situation,
take some action to protect American
citizens there?"
The Great American Smokeout
Take a day off from smoking • Nov.17,1983
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Maine Marine  • •
MACHIAS, Maine (AP)--Etta Kath-
leen Wilcox already knew her son
David was injured in the terrorist
bombing of the Marine headquarters
in Beirut. But as of Tuesday, two
agonizing days after the attack, she
still did not know whether his younger
brother survived.
"I get up early and pig the TV on, the
first thing," she said. "Then I go
around the channels. It's all you can
do. Or go crazy." Word of David's
injuries, which she said were reported
to include -fractured ribs and cuts and
stuff,- arrived at 7:30 a.m. Monday
when two Marines knocked on the door
of the family's modest home in this
eastern Maine coastal community of
2,500.
The 20-year-old corporal was repor-
ted to be in "stable and fair"
condition, she said, "They said he was
in a British Royal Air Force hospital in
Cyprus with 20 other boys."
But authorities had no word on
19-year-old Lance Cpt. Burton Wilcox,
who had sailed for Lebanon from
Camp Lejeune, N.C., on the same ship
as his brother just two months ago.
The messengers said they didn't
know Mrs. Wilcox had another son in
Beirut. After that, she said, she
telephoned U.S. Rep. Olympia
Snowe's office Tuesday, and received
assurances that staff people were
trying to track down Burton.
"No I haven't" talked to either boy,
Mrs. Wilcox said, "but I'd like to."
The waiting has made her third son,
17-year-old Allan, "a nervous wreck,"
the dark-haired bespectacled woman
said in the same calm tone she used
throughout a half-hour interview with
The Associated Press. ,
And although "I don't show my
feelings," she said, "I've done a lot of
praying."
A junior at Machias High School,
Allan also plans a military future.
"He's going Air Force," she said.
Answering a steady stream of phone
calls for his mother Monday, Allan
said the Beirut attack has not changed
his mind.
He still is very worried about both
brothers, he said, but "you just try not
to think about it."
Joining the phone-side vigil were
Mrs. Wilcox' daughter. Ruby, 23, and
son-in-law, who live in Keene, N.H.,
near where Mrs. Wilcox' ex-husband
resides.
In August, "I wrote and asked the
Civil rights groups protest firings
WASHINGTON (AP)--President
Reagan fired half the Civil, Rights
Commission to make room for his own
team of conservatives Tuesday in a
move that effectively puts the gadfly—
agency out of business at least
temporarily.
Outraged civil rights groups said
the three ousted members, appointed
by two previous presidents, were
guilty only of criticizing the
administration's record.
A bipartisan effort was launched in
the Senate to reconstitute the
commission an an independent arm of
Congress-. - and House Democrats
unanimously approved a statement
"strongly" 'disapproving of Reagan's
action, which it said was taken
"without cause.—
In one stroke last May, Reagan
proposed three nominees to replace
members held over from the Carter
--and Ford Administrations. The hold-
overs are Mary Berry, Blandina
Ramirez and Murray Saltzman.
In a statement Tuesday, a White
House spokesman said those three
jobs now are terminated.
In firing the holdovers, Reagan
called on the Senate to confirm his
appointees: Morris Abram, John
Bunzel and Robert Destro. They all
share Reagan's belief that quota
systems and mandatory busing are
inappropriate ways to end racial
discrimination.
The firing leaves the commission
.11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111M111111111111MIU
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Halloween Personals
You don't stand a ghost of a
chance when you're invisible.
Conjure up some magic by
sending Maine Campus
Halloween Personals and --let
that someone know you're there.
They will be running on
Halloween; Monday, October 31.
Personals are $1.00 for each
twenty words. They should be
dropped off afternoons at the
Maine Campus, in the basement
of Lord Hall. Deadline for
inclusion is 2:00 p.m. Friday,
October 28.
*  
EVERYBODY'S SANDWICH
SHOPPE
Main St, Orono 866-2400
We Deliver
Every Day 7:30-10:15 pm
Delivery Special
Thru Thanksgiving Vacation
Lg Steak N' Cheese or Lg Roast Beef
$2.00
Ice Cream Too -13 Flavors
'without its required quorum of four,
meaning it cannot even meet until at
least one more member is confirmed
by the Senate.
Reaction to Reagan's move was
swift.
"We are appalled by the abrupt
firing of three dedicated servants of
civil rights," said John E. Jacob
president of the National Urban
League. —The administration's move
is an insult to the civil rights
community and to the Congress which
has been searching for ways to
preserve an effective Civil Rights
Commission." - -
boys if one of them wanted to get out
of there," Mrs. Wilcox said. "I
figured I had a good chance of getting
one out. But neither one wanted to
come out.
"Burt said I could take David, and
David told me I could take Burt."
Mrs. Wilcox, who took personal
leave this week from her job as a
dietary worker at the Downeast
Community Hospital in Machias,
passed around a handwritten note
from the commander of the artillery
unit in which Burt serves as a radio
operator.
The commander wrote her on Oct. 6,
"just a short note to let you know that
your son is doing a good job in
Beirut."
"I know that everyone is concerned
about the safety of the Marine in
Lebanon," the commander wrote.
"But I can assure you that everything
that can be done has been done to
ensure his safety.
"Our country is fortunate to have
young men like him,— wrote the
commanding officer, whose signature
was illegible.
Asked about the Marines' role in
Lebanon, Mrs. Wilcox said "I really
don't know. I've got moxed feelings on
that. I just want to get them out right
now.
"I do think they should be better
protected,— she said.
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Now Renting
at
Stillwater Village Apartments
1- One Bedroom 1- Two Bedroom
_Includes heat, hot water,refrigerator,
dishwasher, garbage disposal, stove and shag
carpeting throughout the apartment.
Laundry facilities on property. Parking for two
cars.
Call 866-2658
..
Nme
Seniors!!)Will  Be Shot On Sight....
That's right! Philomena Baker of
) Baker Studios in Hampden will be on
) campus Mon., October 24- Fri., Nov.
) 11 to shoot senior portraits.
) Sign up for your
) appointment in the
Senior Skulls Room 3rd
floor Memorial Union
) Sittings are
) FREE
/N. aft.
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Eyes Right
FRANK HARDING
The big stretch
The highest-paid official in the Stateof Maine has decided to resign.Patrick E.McCarthy, chancellor of the
University of Maine, announced Monday at a
Board of Trustees meeting that he will step down
from his position and will become a professor at
one of the UMaine campuses.
McCarthy will officially resign Sept. 1, 1985
and will be granted a one-year paid sabbatical
during which he will study and do research at the
John F.Kennedy School of Government. He will
then return to the university as Distinguished
Service Professor in Public Policy, with tenure, at
a salary of $52,000 a year. It seems the
chancellor has a nice little package all tied up in
ribbon with a bow on top.
And with this little package, the BOT flaunts
the students, faculty and staff of the UMaine
system that will break the rules of the game in
special circumstances. It has said, in essence,
that Chancellor McCarthy is allowed special
privileges, that he in some way is above the rest,
that he doesn't have to play by the rules.
First, the BOT automatically awarded
McCarthy tenure. Most professors must go
through a channel of evaluations which can take,
in the end, years to achieve. These evaluations
include those of faculty and students, of which
McCarthy has none of late. Also tenure is
awarded on the basis of teaching, research and
service to the university. McCarthy's service to
this university, since he became chancellor in
1975, has been obvious and in some aspects
commendable. His records in teaching and
research have not been so obvious.
iov
Second, McCarthy has been awarded a one-
year paid sabbatical before he returns to teach.
A sabbatical is fine. It will give McCarthy the
opportunity to reaquaint himself with his field of
study. But a paid sabbatical? McCarthy is now
paid over $65,000 a year. Are we to assume he
cannot swing the cost of his own education, as
most students here must?
Third, McCarthy will step into his new role of
professor at $52,000 annual salary, an amount
well above the average starting salary of almost
every professor at this university. And at UMO,
where faculty salaries rank 48th in the nation,
professors have been told that the legislature
must appropriate more money in order for them
to receive a raise. In fact, the whole UMaine
system is hurting for lack of funding. Where will
this $52,000 magically appear from?
Granted, for 10 years of service to the
University of Maine, Chancellor McCarthy is
entitled to a few amenities. But in this case the
BOT went overboard. And what can be done?
Not much, probably. The BOT is not likely to
take back what it already has given. But the
BOT has shown it can and will bend over
backwards when it wants to, and can spend
money freely when it cares to. It should be
interesting to see what happens during the annual
battle over faculty and staff raises comes up.
16-
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Not again...
Once again my brain is bogging
down, raising questions faster than it
can answer them. Tough questions,
too, like these:
—El Salvador, Nicaragua, Lebanon,
Genada. What's next, North Dakota?
—How many of you are wondering
how much Marine Corps recruiting has
dropped off since Sunday?
—Isn't it irritating that Channel 7
is running "Star Trek" re-runs out
of sequence?
—Speaking of TV, why isn't "After
MASH" even half as good as
MASH?
—First it rained while he was
golfing. Then some "good ole boy"
took a member of his stuff and four
others hostage. Then came the
bombing in Beirut and the invastion of
Grenada. What do you think, has
Ronnie had a bitchin' week or what?
—What are the odds the B-52's will
draw more than the 600 people or so
that went to see R.E.M.? 50-50?
—Ever wonder if William Clark has
a better sense of humor than James
Watt?
—Why do some men take on such
funny facial expressions every time
someone mentions sheep?
—Now that Chancellor McCarthy is
going to become Professor McCarthy,
aren't you just dying to see what
happends when he tries to join
AFUM?
—Have you had time to get your
Halloween costume together yet?
—Insect Surfers, MeatMent, Tone
Set, Bone Symphony, Aztec Camera,
Was (Not Was). When, oh when, are
these new bands ever going to show
some creativity and originality?
—Wasn't August just yesterday?
—Aren't you looking forward to
hearing the tapes the F.B.I. made of
John Glenn talking to the producers of
"The Right Stuff"?
—I wonder how tourism in the
Philippines is doing?
—Does anyone really care that
Richie is coming back on "Happy
Days"?
—Does Walter Mondale remind
you of a young Krushchev?
—Men, doesn't it kinda grate on
your nerves to know that Susan Anton
goes home to Dudley Moore at night?
—What kind of name is Dudley
anyway?
\Frank Harding is a Senior journal-
ism/history major from Maine.
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Response
t.
when writing
i he Maine Campus welcomes letters to the editor and
commentaries. Letters should he 300 words or less;
commentaries should be about 450 words. Anony-
mous letters or commentaries and open letters
are welcome, but names will be withheld from
publication only under special circum-
stances. The Marne Campus reserves the
right to edit letters and commentaries
for length, taste and libel.
Blood drive a success
To the editor:
I would like to thank the
donors that made it possible
for the fantastic success of the
Delta Tau Delta blood drive
held Monday. Oct. 24.
102 units of blood were
donated in the five hour span.
Ninety seven of those units
were donated by Greeks.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon took the
fraternity honor of highest
donors considering the
number of brothers in the
house. SAE had 27 out of 30
brothers and one little sister to,
give the fraternity the highest
percentage and highest total Jon Sorenson
number of donors in the blood Public Relations
drive. Phi Kappa came in a Delta Tau Delta
close second with 24 of 28
brothers donating and last
semester's highest fraternity
donor, Alpha Gamma Rho,
was third. A gift certificate
will be awarded to the
winner.
Cindy Renaud and all the
Tri-Delta sisters for their great
support and help to make the
drive successful, the Red
Cross, and the brothers of
Delta Tau Delta. The Greek
system is still strong as ever,
and hopefully this is a positive
sign for the upcoming Greek
events in the future.
Hart coverage praised
To the editor:
I would like to commend the
Maine Campus for its
excellent promotion and
coverage of Sen. Gary
Hart's visit to UMO on
Oct. 14.
While overall student turn-
out on a Friday afternoon was
commendable, I was surprised
by the small number of women
present. In an age when
women can make a serious
and sound statement for what
they believe in, it is difficult to
understand why fewer than 20
were present.
Sen. Hart has supported the
Equal Rights Amendment
since it was introduced. He
has also --sponsored the Pay
Equity Act which would make
unequal pay for equal work
a thing of the past. This
comprehensive act also sup-
ports federally funded day
care, nutrition education and
Title IX programs.
Women, feminists in
particular, have been demand-
ing recognition as a political
force. Senator Hart is a
feminist: he may be the first
truly libet ited man to run for
the presidency. Only those
women who take the fime to
listen will know this.
As students, we are
America's future, part of its
greatest natural resource: its
people. We should consider
carefully who we choose to
lead this country. If we make
the correct choice we can
remain renewable.
Betsy Marsano
Bangor
Steamed about parking problems
To the editor:
Those of you who drive to
school and usually park near
the Memorial Union have
obviously noticed that we
can't park there any more due
to the con-
struction of the Performing
Arts Center. I'm sure you've
noticed the construction of the
parking lot across the way.
I feel that this is poor
planning by the administra-
tion. They have had plenty of
time to build the new lot
across the way- below the
chickens. Why didn't they do
it this summer when no
hassles would have been
created at all? You also may
have noticed a piece of paper
on your windshield if you
parked on the grass or gravel
saying there is plenty of room
to park at the locations on
campus (steam plant).
True, on paper there is
plenty of room to accomodate
all, but what does paper
mean? Let's look at reality.
People would rather park on
the grass than walk a mile
from the steam plant to class. I
have three classes in Murray
Hall. No way will I park at the
Steam Plant!!
Is the administration flexing
its muscles, or is there an
honest lack of foresight in our
"leaders?" What can we do?
Well, I have decided for
myself to keep on parking on
the gravel and grass if need
be, and risk the tickets. I will
not pay the tickets though,
because the state has made it
impossible to do so. "What?
You're crazy!" you say.
Follow my logic, please.
Article 1. Section 10 of the
U.S. Constitution says: "No
state shall make anything but
gold and silver coin a tender in
payment of debts." (Please
look it up and read it yourself.)
This includes fines, state
taxes, tickets, etc. We are
obviously off both the gold and
silver standards, so by law,
the supreme law of the land, I
cannot pay a ticket. This has
many and far-reaching effects.
Anyway, thanks for your
time and patience.
Marching to a different tulle
To the editor:
What the...! Who said 2nd
floor Chadbourne harbored
delinquents who enjoy that H.
and M. stuff? I live in 210
Chad and in my room heavy
metal is quite extinct! I
prefer bands such as Talk
Talk, Tom Tom Club, Big
Country, Roman Holiday and
a musical feast of others! Yes
I enjoy new wave and
WMEB4 Have you ever
listened to 'MEB for a long
period of time? They play
folk, disco, rock, jazz, punk
and new wave—but they
BLOOM _ COUNTY
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don't play heavy metal.
Then what categories do
Jimi Hendrix or April Wine
fall in? I used to listen to
Top-40 and heavy metal a
while back, but that was
when -I—was still in high
school pseudo-dance coma.
WMEB has changed my
tastes—and I've gained
pounds from eating it all up!'-
I'm not knocking heavy metal
or rock—I even occasionly
listen to Led Zeppelin and
AC/DC.
If Tim Courtois wants heavy
metal on 'MEB or Def
Leppard in concert, maybe he
should get more involved and
71/6 1114P5
111165 111,1610"
FZE5 010-1!
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James Lowry
Orono
join the SEA concert
committee or talk to Mike
1Perry, the station manager
at 'MEB, about having a
heavy metal show. Don't
complain behind a pencil
and piece of paper.
I I know I'm quite pleased
with WMEB and SEA, along
with a lot of other people.
They're doing one hell of a
job. Also I hope I see Tim at
the B52's/Translator concert
on Nov. 9, too! Who
knows—he might even like
it.
Brian Favreau
210 Chadbourne
by Berke Breathed
/OE oceittitO!
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Commentary
Every newspaper article is aimed atstating some fact, or making a point.This commentary is aimed at the point
of life, or lack of it. It is aimed at the fact
that a truck full of explosives was calmly
driven into a U.S. marine post in a country of
upheaval and war, and killed nearly 200
Americans. Simultaneously, another such
happening took place in the same country, the
result being that France also had to honor the
dead and answer questions.
If in France they are feeling the same kind
of outrage that we here in the United States
are, then it is considerable.
But there is more to The story, more deaths
than the stung countries of the United States
and France are counting on their bitter fingers.
Each truck had to be driven; driven by men
All victims
or women that had to have no intention of
leaving alive and while most will shout some
sort of silent cheer at their deaths, wishing
that the deaths were painful, they are still
deaths.
To them, their cause had to be much
stronger than any cause that most of us are
connected with, if we are at all. They gave all
that they could offer. This isn't a plea for
their innocence or glorification, rather, it is a
recognition of the demertia and twistedness in
our modern world. All deaths caused by our
own race point to this. Somewhere those
people that drove those trucks were affected
in some major way. Something altered them.
They were not born wanting to kill. Even
their deaths, whether they occurred before, in
some way other than the stopping of the
Gregg Palmer
body sustaining processes, are tragic.
And what of the country? We mourn, as we
should,the loss of nearly 200 dead friends,
relatives, husbands, wives and children. To the
families of Lebanon, the nightmare has been
strewn across the country in their own blood.
The deaths of our marines was terrible
indeed, but so are the deaths of all the others.
I do not attempt to offer solutions or
options, only recognition. For if we ever start
accepting the losses without stopping and
hating death, then it is then that we will truly
become the ultimate victims of this world.
Gregg Palmer is a freshman, planning to
major in journalism/broadcasting, from
Carmel, Maine.
Amy is the nurse's daughter and she's
trapped in a room so hot the goldfish bowl
boils until it finally bursts. Assorted stuffed
animals sit on shelves and chairs while their
fur burns away and plastic eyes melt. Jonny's
hospital room is transformed into Amy's
bedroom and he pleads with the nurse to save
the girl. There's still time.
Plain Campus
Montgomery Hall
CONE ON 'SLEEPY:JOH , WE'RE LATE
FOR PSTEN CLASS Hur, WHERE'S Syl ?
BLOOM COUNTY
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The Dead Zone' Mindgames
from a master
Of the half-dozen or so of Stephen King
novels I've read, "The Dead Zone" was the
most enjoyable. It wasn't so Supernatural that
I had trouble entering novel's world, and
Fine Focus
Tom St. Amand
it held just enough references to UMO and
Maine that I didn't have to leave my own
world entirely. I was more than mildly pleased
tolearn it was going to turn into a film
directed by mindgames master David Cronen-
berg ("Scanners" and "Videodrome").
What happened when two creative giants
from different fields of expression collided?
An unbelievable movie was formed.
"The Dead Zone" differs from most of King's
_other novels in that it doesn't deal
with ghouls or deadly forces gone awry.
Instead it gives us Johnny Smith, a UMO
graduate with the power of second-sight.
Johnny wasn't born with the power but only
began seeing fatal futures after getting a
knock on the head On the Runaround Pond
skating rink. While trying to shake off the
dizziness, the six-year-old boy caught glimpses
of the battery-acid accident that would cost big
Chuck Spier an eye three months later. Johnny
wouldn't have another vision until awakening
from a coma some 15 years later.
Cronenberg's version of "The Dead Zone"
begins the night of the automobile accident
that sent Johnny (Academy Award winner
Christopher Walken) into a five-year coma.
Upon awakening Johnny finds he no longer
has his high school teaching job, and his
fiancee (Brooke Adams) married someone else.
When Johnny touches a nurse's hand he's
suddenly in the burning bedroom ofa
screaming little girl named Amy. This is where
Cronengerg begins showing off.
Communiqu
Wednesday, Oct. 26 (Continued from page 1)
German Table. Yellow Dining Room, Hilltop
Commons. Noon.
Wildlife Noontime Seminar. Paul Rego: "The Fisher
in South-Cental and South Eastern Maine." 204
Nutting. Noon.
Pre--Professional Program. Resume Writing
Workshop. FFA Room, Union. 2 p.m.
APO/GSS Bloodmobile. Dunn Hall. 2 - 7 p.m.
Personal Development Series. Warren Burns:
"Improving Communications." Bangor Lounges,
Union. 3:15 p.m.
Women's Center Meeting. Peabody Lounge, Union.
4 p.m.
Orientation Meeting for Maine Bound Course.
"Women's Backpacking." North Bangor Lounge,
Union. 6 p.m.
MCA Bible Study. South Bangor Lounge, Union.
6:30 p.m.
Cutler Health Center Preventive Medicine Program
Screening. Estabrooke. 6 p.m.
Evening Prayer. Newman Center, College Ave.,
Orono. 7 p.m.
Episcopal Eucharist. Canterbury House, 2 Chapel
Road, Orono. 7 p.m.
IDB Movie. "Creepshow." 130 Little. 7 & 9 p.m.
Pre-Performance Discussion. Professors Robert
Rioux and Raymond Pelletier: "Antonine Maillet's
La Sagouine." 206 Little. 7 - 9 p.m.
Cultural Affairs Film Series. "Theatre of Blood."
BCC Student Union. 7:30 p.m.
Thursday, Oct. 27
Exploring Educational Opportunities Workshop.
Sponsored by Displaced Homemakers Project. Room
147, Bangor Hall, BCC. 9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Purchasing Orientation. FFA Room, Union. 10 a.m.
Chemistry Seminar. Professor Ivan Bernal,
University of Houston: "Intramolecular Interactions
of the Order 0-3 kcal/mol in Organmettalic and
Their Effect of Homogeneous Catalysis." 335
Aubert. 11 a.m.
UMO Dance Film Festival. "The New York City
Ballet—An Evening of Bouronville." Dance
Studio, Lengyel. 11 a.m., 2:30 & 6 p.m.
Pre-Professional Program. Resume writing work-
shop. North Lown Room, Union. 11:30 a.m.
b Scott Blaufuss
by Barnaby G. Thomas
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When Amy is recsued and the world learns
of Johnny's power, letters begin pouring in.
Johnny wants only to be left alone but his
power won't allow that luxury.
Cronenberg had his job made easier when
Walken agreed to star in "The Dead Zone."
Films of the supernatural rarely receive or
deserve respect of the truly talented actors
Walken joined and brought respect and talent
to the project.
Walken plays the haggard seer to
perfection. Audiences are so wrapped-up with
empathy of Johnny's plight the horror-movie
stigma is forgotten and the film is viewed free
of vias.
More respect comes when Martin Sheen
enters midway through the film as a religious
zealot running for U.S. Congress. He had a
vision telling him there was a job to do in
Washington. When Johnny touches the hand
of Mr. "Greg Stillson for Congress" we too
see the politician's frightening vision.
Cronenberg approaches "The Dead Zone" in
a basically low-key manner. Background music
is seldom obvious, and short, scattered scenes
gather and build up to the stuff Cronenberg is
famous for. The exploding heads in
"Scanners" are forgotten next to the events
Johnny is forced to see. The man knows his
mindgames.
Tom St. Amand is a senior journalism
major from Kennebunkport, Maine.
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Sports
Their fourth straight
Women runners keep the state crown
by Chuck Morris
Staff Writer
The women Black Bear harriers did
more than just win the state
fihampionship Saturday at Bates
college, they accomplished something
no other Maine school has ever done.
Pulling out a four point victory, 32-36,
over the host Bobcats, the women
defended their /title for the . third
straight year. 'The UMO women's
cross-country team has now won the
state title for the past four years and
five of the last six.
The University of Sobthern Maine
finished a distant third (80 points)
followed by Colby (100) and Bowdoin
(114).
Senior captain Sue Elias, who
missed the end of last years season
due to an injury, showed to the rest of
the state she is back. She cruised to
the tape unchallenged the last mile to
win the 5,000 meter (3.1 miles) race in
17:57.
"I took the lead at two miles," Elias
said, "but it was with 3/4 left when I
really broke away."
Elias said the two Bates runners,
Karen Palermo and Nancy Bell, who
stayed with her until the crucial
moment, were "using the normal
cross-country tactics" of cutting her
off around the corners and throwing in
surges (a brief acceleration of the
pace).
"But I use tactics too," she said.
Her tactics proved lo be the decisive
ones as Palermo (second - 18:09) and
Bell (third - 18:19) couldn't match her
finishing kick.
"I felt confident because I felt that
any kind of pace they attempted I
could respond," Elias said .
The Bear victory didn't belong only
to Elias, however. It was the teams'
depth that proved to be the clincher.
Assistant coach O.J. Logue said,
"It was the premier women's
meet so far this season. It was
awesome."
Ann England, who turned in the
field hockey stick for running shoes
this year, held off Bates' Anne Benoit
by one second in 18:28. For her first
cross-country season she is not
showing any of the inexperience
associated with the rookie year.
"She (Benoit) was way ahead of
me," England said, "but I decided to
go after her. I didn't realize she was
that close after I passed her with 300
meters left.— England finished fourth.
Grace Smith of USM finished sixth
and Kathy Kraemer of Bates finished
Members of the women's State cross-country
seventh but, here is where the blue
and white "strutted their stuff." The
next string of Bear runners, led .by
Sonja McLaughlin, captured five of the
next six places to thwart the Bobcats'
quest for the title.
The Bears destiny lied in these five
runners and they proved that a meet is
won with a full team not three or four
good athletes. McLaughlin ran a
strong race to finish eighth in 19
minutes flat with Beth Heslam ninth
ten seconds farther back. Theresa
Lewis continued her fine racing as she
also cracked into the top ten. Lewis
finished right on Heslam's heels in
tenth place and only two seconds
behind her teammate.
Kerni Darcey and Tammi Perkins
finished the wave of blue and white.
Darcey's 19:19 was good for 12th and
Perkins followed her closely in 19:21
for 13th.
Jenny Cunningham and Helen Dawe
gave the Bears an extra boost as they
also beat the Bobcats all important
fifth runner. The top five runners on a
team count in the scoring.
Ciirtningham- and Dawe placed 18th
and 19th respectively.
Coach Ballinier pointed out the
whole team "was healthy" and he felt
that was the key to the meet.
"Everyone had a good race." he
said, "We had five runners before
Bates' fifth." The women travel to
Franklin Park in Boston for the New
England Championships Saturday.
champions are back to work (Arnold photo).
Sonja McLaughlin finished eighth in the state meet
Saturday (Arnold photo).
SKI SUGARLOAF
Think Snow
Ski just nine times and the rest of the season is
FREE!!
Sugarloaf Season Passes on Sale Now at the
Athletic Business Office for only $185.00 until November 1
Only 1 1/2 weeks left! 
sugarloaf usa
DeGRASSE
JEWLERS
5 Mill St., Orono
866-4032
* Fine Quality
Jewlery Repair
* Super good prices tl
all TDK Cassette Tapes
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Gerry Clapper is still running strong
by Chuck Morris
Staff Writer
What Gerry Clapper has been
doing since school got out last
May, is attacking the roads.
Dating back to June 18, Clapper
has finished in the "numero
uno" spot in eight out of nine
road races. In three of those
races, he set course records.
Gerry Clapper has been out on
the wat path and Maine's
premier road racers better take
notice.
Clapper is a UMO graduate
student studying mathematics
and is a member of the Delta
Upsilon fraternity. He is now
preparing for his last season in a
Black Bear uniform.
On Nov. 1, the indoor track
program officially starts and
Clapper will begin to put the
finishing' touches on his closing
chapter as. arguably. the best
distance runner UMO has ever
produced.
Before his summer streak.
Clapper added more awards to
his already illustrious career,
during the 1982-83 school year.
In the fall of his senior year he
set the University of Vermont at
Burlington's eight kilometer
(4.9 miles) cross-country course
record (24:32) while winning the
Eastern Championships. The
following weekend he set a Bear
record on the UMO 5.6 mile
course (27:29) in leading the
harriers to their second consec-
utive state title with his
runner-up spot.
He capped the fall season with
his blazing performance at
Franklin Park in Boston in the
New England Championships.
On the eight-kilometer course he
finished eighth in the fastest
time ever for a Bear runner
(23:57). Only one of the seven
runners ahead of him were from
a different university other than
Providence College, the runner-
ups to Wisconsin in the NCAA
Championships.
When the leaves fell from the
trees and the thermometer
dropped. Clapper brought his
spikes indoor and he continued
running to glory. During the
winter he ran the fastest time of
the season for the Bears in the
mile (4:13.8) but. this wasn't
even the tip of the iceberg.
Clapper also set UMO records in
the 3,000 meters (8:24), two
miles (8:57.1) and the 5,000
meters (14:34).
As the snow melted and the
birds flew back north, Clapper
resumed his assault on the
outdoor track. While winning the
state 5,000 meter title. he set a
school record of 14:45. Then, in
probably one of his most amazing
performances during his stay in
Orono, he broke the 30 minute
barrier in the 10,000 meters at
previous year, it was as far up as
70 miles.
"1 was working a lot and
sometimes I was just too tired to
run," he said.
His climb to the top of the
Maine road racing circuit had
just begun. however. He started
his win streak on June 18 in the
Great Cranberry Island five
kilometer (3.1 miles). He broke
the tape in 14:49, two seconds
under Mike Gaige's previous
course record. A week later he
Gerry Clapper (left) concentrates during practice with members of the
cross-country team yesterday. (Arnold photo).
the Boston College Relays. His
time of 29:59.4 will be difficult
for another Bear harrier to equal
in the future.
When Clapper packed his
books away for the summer and
headed back to his home town of
Bucksport, he cut his average
mileage for the week down to 35
miles. At times during the
500 Main St.
Bangor. Maine
EVERY
WEIONESDA V
IS LA DIES NIGHT.
Complimentary
Champagne
From 8-10 p.m.
won the Bucksport Tour de Lac
ten miler in 51:35. The course
goes by the Clapper household.
Clapper set another course
record on July 9 while winning
the Southwest Harbor 10K in
30:55 ancl...,two weeks after, he
again crossed the line first. The
later race was the Pass Key
Preakness Relay race. In this 7.1
mile course, he was running with
a team but, he kept going after
his leg was over and he ended up
finishing before his team did in
39:00.
"I ran the first leg of the relay
and just kept going," he said,
"Only one team beat me and I
beat my own team."'
His fifth consecutive victory
was the Hancock Lobster Classic
(10.2 miles). He demolished the
rest of the field by over a minute
in the process of a new course
record (54:24).
Clapper ran his streak to six in
the Schoodic Point 15K (9.3
miles) on Aug 13. His time of
47:42 beat runner-up Peter
Millard by four seconds.
He then took about a six week
lay-off from racing due to fatigue
and minor injuries, he said.
When he returned to the road
racing circuit on Oct. 2, it was for
Maine's internationally famous
Benjamin's 10K Roadrace. His
win streak was snapped but, that
is because Benjamins fields some
of the best runners in the world.
This year Greg Meyer, last
April's Boston Marathon champ-
ion, defended his title over Bruce
Bickord. Clapper, nonetheless.
finished 13th in 30:12.
"I had a good race for the
condition I was in," he said. "I
only really had been running for
a month and I didn't take it very
seriously."
A week after Benjamins,
Clapper got back on track to his
winning ways. He won the
Southwest Harbor Fall Foliage
5.5 miler in 29:35 on Sunday and
on Monday, he claimed the
victor stand with his 14:40
clocking over the Columbus Day
five kilometer race in
Farmington.
Since classes resumed in
September. Clapper has been
aiding head cross-country coach -
Jim Ballinger and assistant O.J.
Logue with this season's harriers.
"I enjoy working out with the
team, advising," he said. "I'm
glad to help out."
EDITORS NOTE: Clapper won
the Saco 10K in 30:42 Sunday for
victory number nine. "It was a
very flat course," he said. "but
there wasn't any strong
ccmpetition."
-Included in price of cover-r4j
You stand as much a chance of being known to that
special someone, as seeing the Great Pumpkin, unless you
send Maine Campus Halloween Personals. They will be
running on Halloween; Monday, October 31. Personals are
$1.00 for each twenty words. They should be
dropped off afternoons at the Maine Campus, in
the basement of Lord- - Hall. Deadline for
inclusion is 2:00 p.m. Friday. October 28.
331 Pine St.
iftlait• Bangor
For Both Men & Women
Styling, Cutting, Perming, Braiding
Open Weekdays and Saturday Morning Until
Noon. Just Walk In or Anytime By Appointment.
Closed Monday. 942-5111
Ask For Debbie or April)
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Rogerson disappointed with team
by Bob McPhee
Staff Writer
UMO football coach Ron Rogerson
said he was extremely disappointed
over Saturday's loss to the University
of Connecticut Huskies 31-26, before
Maine fans. Rogerson spoke at his
weekly press conference Monday
morning at Alumni Center.
The press conference, normally held
on Titesday. was moved up a day in
order to accomodate the local media.
"I'm embarassed for the fans who
have believed in us to watch one of the
poorest played games. since I've been
coaching at UMO," Rogerson said. "I
made the statement to our team that
two things happen, to a football team,
over the course of a season. A team
either gets better or they don't get
better, and seldom, if ever, have we
stayed the same; and we haven't
improved, so the conclusion is we've
gotten worse."
Rogerson said the team wants to
play good football and the team
practices are a good indication.
"These players come out every day
and work as hard and aggressive as
any team since I've been here," he
said. (Rogerson came to UMO in 1981
from Delaware).
UMO fell behind UCONN 31-14 with
5:05 left in the game and could not
generate any last minute heroics to
pull out a victory.
Quarterback Mike Beauchemin led
UMO to 19 fourth quarter points, but it
was too little too late.
"We just dug ourselves into a hole
and couldn't come back," Rogerson
said.
UMO ran 95 plays from the line of
scrimmage, but only 88 plays counted
due to penalties. They only ran 53
against Mnsachusetts, a week earlier.
We had to be doing something
right to have that many plays from
scrimmage." he said.
We were not flat by any stretch of
the imagination, but it's always been
my contention that when you go up
against a good team like UCONN your
There will be a meeting
of all interested
in joining
the women's indoor
track and field team
-tonight Oct. 26
in the pit at 6:30 p.m.
or contact Jim Ballinger
in the memorial gym
or call him at - 1078
Mike Beauchemin throws a spiral
UCONN lineman in the Bears 31-26
level of play must be equal to the
opponent, and on Saturday our level of
consistency wasn't there,•• he said.
"We still have four games dn our
schedule, (Northeastern, New
Hampshire, Virginia Military Institute
and Springfield) so if we can win them,
we can still have a pretty good
season."
A perfect diamond .
to express your
perfect love
The Keepsake diamond you
.3loose is guaranteed perfect
- 
writing. forever. Each
Keepsake center diamond
has perfect clarity. fine
white color and precise
modern cut.
What a perfect oray to
pHr to,c whey
Keepsake
Registered Mammal Ring. I
-
R!!Jek s. Sons
.lI%t I I R. 1)1 '11 %11.%1
73 %I.,n.4
114..nlovm Hanyor
ilvo I,,, .led al th*. Rangor MIF
Orono Family
Medicine
866-5531
Main Rd. Orono
over the outstretched arms of a
loss Saturday (Bullard photo).
Cards-Giants tie
ST. LOUIS AP - The teamates of St.
Louis Cardinals place-kicker Neil
0•Donoghue are sharing his chagrin
over a victory that got away. Three
times in overtime O'Donoghue missed
potential game-winning field goals,
one of the kicks a chip-shot 19-yarder.
The result: a 20-20 tie with the New
York Giants.
It was the first overtime tie in
Monday night play and only the
seventh in 87 overtime since the NFL
started and regular-season overtime in
1974.
Extended Delivery Hours
Friday and Saturday Nights
\mcty 7:00 p.m.-11:00 p.m.
nakrs DELIVERS FREE
m a. To The UMO Campus
That's Right! We will deliver your order to you FREE
anytime from Monday through Sunday nights from 7:00
p.m.-11:00 p.m. Just clip our handy menu below and keep
It close to your phone and when you and your friends
have a Big Mac Attack, just call us and let us help satisfy
your Big Mac Attack.
FREE DELIVERY!
Monday-Sunday evenings, 7:00 p.m.-11:00 p.m.
CALL 827-7593
Big Ma(11"Sandwich
Quarter Pounder' Sandwich
Quarter Pounder w/cheese
.-
1.33
1.20
1.35
.90
Soft Drinks
Coke, Orange,
Root Beer, Diet Coke
Reg., Med., Lg.
Hamburger .50 .50 .55 .65
Cheesburger .60 Shakes .70
Lg. Fries .65 Choc., Vanilla,
Reg. Fries .50 Strawberry, Coffee
Chicken McNuggets Milk .40
6 Pieces 1.25 Coffee .35,.45
9 Pieces 1.79 Desserts
20 Pieces 3.75 Sundaes .50
McChickei("3andWich 1 15
X.. •
Hot Fudge, Strawberry,
Hot Caramel
Pies .45
Apple, Cherry
Cookies
Reg. .35
Choc. Chip .40
Minimum order: S5.00
Prices Subject
to change,
AleV000les.
•••M•••••=1011•1111.0.•
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Study Abroad
A Study Abroad Experience
provides:
1) An opportunity to gain
knowledge of other people,
their attitudes, and their
interrelationships.
2) Insight into the very
nature of culture and how
American values differ frornl,
those of other peoples.
3) A learning experience in
coping with new and
unfamiliar situations.
4) Great personal satisfaction.
5) Qualifications in demand
by today's employers.
A Study Abroad experience can
provide an understanding of other
cultures, a requirement for living
in today's global village.
If you snack, choose smart snacks
Dear R.L. Nutrition Team:
"I eat a lot of snacks because I don't
have the time to eat a full meal, but I've
alivays had the impression that snacking
is bad. What do you think?"
Snacks can be important to help fulfill
your daily nutrient requirements. In the
past, snacks have had a reputation for
being unnecessary. This attitude assumes
that snacks are composed of non-
nutritious foods that displace needed
nutrients. Actually, the value of the
snack depends on what foods are
chosen and how much is eaten.
Learning to distinguish between good
and bad snacks is important in making
smart choices. Select foods from the four
food groups, avoiding foods that are
high in salt, fat, and sugar. Be
Hints to escape rape
by Cyndi Horton
No woman likes the word rape. It
denotes feat ,pain, humiliation and
degradation. It makes a woman leery
of being on the street at night or of
being anywhere that's dark and
secluded. When a woman thinks of
being attacked, she pictures herself
struggling with her attacker, matching
her strength with his. And most of the
time the man is stronger. She loses.
But it doesn't have to be that way;
there is an alternative.
What this article will do is show you
how you may avoid being raped
without a show of strength on your
part. All you need is imagination and
brains.
Before I go any further, I want to say
that there is no one method that is
100 percent effective in avoiding
rape 100 percent of the time.
Situations vary as do the
individual's personalities of the
people involved. So while reading
this article, it would be good to
keep in mind that this is, indeed,
only an alternative to the techniques
your parents gave you, and not
bylaws to be followed in any given
circumstance.
To start with, let's look at the
potential rapist. You cannot tell
simply by looking at him, whether
or not the man you just met is a
rapist. He doesn't have the word
"raitst" stamped across his
forehead in big, red letters, nor is
he necessarily a cousin to the
hunchback of Notre Dame. Surprising-
ly, many rape victims reported that
their attackers were good looking and
that under normal circumstances they
would have gone out with them: It is
important to remember that there is no
stereotypical physical descriptions that
can aid you in labeling potential
rapists.
What is stereotypical of rapists is
that they tend to follow a pattern they
have established during previous
rapes. If at all possible, upset this
pattern. This is where -yo fzyimagin a -
tion comes into play.
There are a variety of things you can
do, limited only to your ability to retain
self-control and your ability to think
under a high stress situation. Several
examples of what is meant 1iy
upsetting this pattern are: 1) you AI uld
play along with him until you could get
to a public area where you could get
away from him. (This is very tricky,
however, and not highly recommended
unless you are sure you can maneuver
him into an area where you can get
someone to help you.) 2) You could do
something disgusting (i.e. vomitting
on yourself, urinating, picking your
nose, etc.). Remember your attacker
was most likely raised under the same
rules of etiquette as everyone else in
this society and what would turn the
average American male off will do the
same to your attacker.
Another example of using your
imagination is to talk to your attacker;
make up some story and try to gain his
sympathy. An example might be to
say you just found out you have
cancer, that your Dad just died, or
some other catastrophe just struck. As
hard as it may be to believe, your
attacker is human and many cases
have been documented where the
woman talked herself out of being
raped simply by gaining her attacker's
sympathy.
The ideas you can come up with are
unlimited, but it is important to note
that under a highly stressful situation
it is often times very, difficult, if not
impossible, to think clearly and
rational. Therefore, it is highly
recommended that you rehearse
several options you have available to
you In a rape situation. This
preparedness may keep you from
being another statistic.
conscious of when and why you are
snacking-- try not to snack out of
• boredom.
Try these smart snacks:
plain yogurt with fresh fruit
low fat cheese cubes (swiss,
provolone)
peanut butter with apple slices
vegetable sticks
fresh fruit
vegetable and fruit juices 
bread -d-ougN pretlels sprinkled
with sesame or poppy seeds
popcorn sprinkled with
parmesan cheese or nutritional
yeast I
toasted btigel w/unsweetened
applesauce & cinnamon
Be imaginative in creating your own
snacks!
Movie marathon
The R.A's and DGB members of
Stodder Hall worked hard to plan
programs for the past Alcohol
Awareness Week. The programs that
took place were well attended and
informative. The first activity to occur
that week was a Marathon Movie Night
with movies played from 7:00 p.m.
Saturday night to the very early hours of
Sunday morning. During the movies a
non-alcoholic or "dry bar" was set up in
the front lobby. The drinks were not
only fun to make, they were also
delicious. The movies and the drinks
were planned as alternative to parties
and alcohol. Approximately three
quarters of the hall residents took part.
The second event planned was the
program run by UMO Police
Department. An intoxylizer was brought
into the hall to test the alcohol content of
people after drinking. Several R.A.'s
and the R.D. drank a specified amount
of alcohol for a specified length of time
Registration
help sessions
Our meetings are held Thursday at
4:30 p.m. in the Snack Bar Area of the
Commons. As sign up for second
semester classes approaches, S.A.A's
would like to help ease your frustration "
by providing a Registration Help Session
in the basement of Cumberland on Nov.
3rd and 8th at 6:30p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
Come with questions and if you have
some answers bring them too.
while the police, a doctor and a
representative from Student Legal
Services ansWered questions.
Again, a high number of students
turned up tO participate in this program.
Hopefully, Stodder residents were able
to learn soMe things about the effects of
alcohol from this event.
With Health Awareness Week only
one month( away in Stodder Complex,
the staff and students have begun
planning Programs to emphasize good
health and fitness. If any residents of
Stodder Hall have ideas for this week or
can identify needs for fellow residents
along thes lines, please contact Terry
Walls, Pr am Coordinator, Stodder
Hall.
Ga ett's
4 SOuth wins
Alcohol Awareness Week in Stewart
Complex haa brought joy to many faces,
especially 4 South Gannett. Four South
had the most participants throughout the
whole week of Alcohol Awareness
Week. 3 North Gannett came in second.
As a side benefit, 4S will be taking a trip
to Boston to see Quincy Market Square,
Freedom Trail, Aquarium and much
more. Way to go guys!!
Each hall had their own winners too.
For Andro, it was 4 South. Way to stick
in there ladies! The section that took first
place in Cumberland for the whole week
of Alcohol Awareness was 3 East.
New resident in Stodder complex
Stodder Complex has a new Fa culty-
in-Residence for the fall semester.
"Inge" Paulas is here from Washington
State. She is involved in research in the
Canadian Studies Program which
invovles studying border crossings
(between America and Canada). She is
administering a survey to "see if people'
are smuggling goods across the border."
She keeps her distance from the customs
check.
She is also a fine baker and provided
Chadbourne residents with a special
home baked treat at a reception-- get
•
together time last Wednesday. Inge will
be here only this semester and then
returns to Washington where she is a
professor of sociology and criminology
at Western Washington State University.
Halloween
dance Oct. 29
Come and join the fun. Dress up, or
down as the case may be. It will be held
in Stewart Commons from 9 p.m.-1 a.m.
on Saturday, October 29th.
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